
Enhance district-wide visibility, productivity, and safety with the

Rhombus video surveillance platform.

Rhombus for K-12 and Higher Education
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The Trusted Choice
Whether you have 10 or 1000+ cameras, you can rest easy knowing that the safety of your

schools is always in good hands.

Fall Mountain
School District

Mark Twain
School District
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Stress-Free Security for a Smarter, Safer,

and More Connected Campus

When it comes to school security, you’re protecting more than just property—

you’re protecting your students and faculty. With Rhombus, you can

implement an industry-leading surveillance solution without compromising

on performance or price.

Designed to deliver an open and scalable experience, Rhombus provides

standard features, including unified security management, AI-powered alerts,

automatic firmware updates, end-to-end encryption, and more.



“Any school district looking to upgrade their video surveillance should choose

Rhombus. The UI, performance, and price point make perfect sense – it’s a no brainer."

BRETT BRACK
DIRECTOR OF IT, NEMAHA SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Rhombus provides smart and affordable video surveillance technology with

unprecedented performance and scalability to help schools accomplish more with less.

Improve School Security and

Visibility With Rhombus

Intelligent Security Cameras

Connected IoT Sensors

Integrations With Leading Business Solutions

Open API for Custom Functionality

Industry-Leading Cloud Performance and Reliability

Award-Winning Engineering and Customer Support

MEET THE RHOMBUS PLATFORM
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Why Schools Choose Rhombus

Build a custom system perfect for your organization

The ability to integrate with other business solutions

Open API for custom functionality

Open and Integrated Platform

No NVR/DVRs, servers, or hard drives for better reliability

Get started in minutes -- no technical skills required

Video surveillance that anyone can quickly learn and use

Simple and Easy-to-Use

Find footage in seconds based on faces, behavior, and more

Real-time proactive alerts for enhanced campus security

Share live and recorded video in seconds to first responders

Real-time Response to Security Events

24/7 remote access and management from any device

One console -- unlimited locations, devices, and users

Automatic firmware updates and new features at no cost

Unified Security Management

Edge-processing for lightning quick object identification

Low bandwidth requirements (~10 Kbps per camera)

Class-leading video latency (as low as 200 ms)

Best-in-Class Performance

~50% more affordable than other enterprise systems

Lower upfront costs and IT labor throughout ownership

The best performance and features at an affordable price

Twice as Good at Half the Price



Rhombus improves security and visibility with powerful technology that anyone

can quickly learn and use.

Benefits for K-12 and Higher Education

Accomplish more with fewer resources. Receive 24/7 campus and district-wide coverage,

including blind spots and areas without security guards. 

Improve Campus Safety for Students and Staff

Simplify district-wide video surveillance infrastructure and eliminate maintenance with

automatic firmware updates. Manage all locations and devices from one unified console.

Easy Management Across an Entire School District

Streamline response by catching incidents before they happen. With powerful AI analytics,

Rhombus speeds up investigations and sends alerts in real-time for quick resolution.

Proactively Prevent Security Issues
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No technical proficiency needed. The Rhombus

platform has zero learning curve and is designed

to improve security operations and efficiency.

Simple, Inuitive UI

The Rhombus Console

Stay connected and receive real-time alerts straight

to your device based on activity, faces, license

plates, behavior, and more.

Edge-based AI Analytics

Simplicity meets scalability. Manage all cameras,

sensors, locations, and users from one console with

no complex configuration required.

Unlimited Locations, Devices, and Users

Complete security from one console and room for the whole team. With advanced edge processing,

Rhombus does all the hard work so you always know what's going on throughout your schools.

No more hard drives -- save as much footage you

want and share video clips and live streams with a

few simple clicks.

Find & Share Video in Seconds

ONE PLATFORM. MAXIMUM VISIBILITY.



Efficiently scale to thousands of cameras

Bandwidth footprint as low as 10 kbps per camera

Identify events quicker with edge-based analytics

Low Bandwidth & Fast Processing 

Smooth live streams with no buffering

Up to 4k resolution and 180 days on-board storage

Industry-leading video latency (as low as 200 ms)

High-Quality Video

Fully weatherproof for indoor & outdoor use 

Vandal-resistant design with 5-year warranty

Continuous recording even during network outages

Versatile & Durable

No NVR/DVRs, servers, or hard drives 

One-cable installation, get started in 5 minutes

Save time with automatic firmware updates

Simple Management
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Rhombus Security Cameras
Enterprise-grade cloud cameras with industry-leading performance for a simple, secure, and reliable

video surveillance experience.

READY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENT



Get panoramic 180° views and monitor
hallways with a single camera. Easily add IoT
sensors for greater awareness.

Hallways & Corridors 
R2-180 | 180° Fisheye

Classrooms & Entryways

R2 | Full HD Mini Dome

Oversee classrooms and entryways with
incredible video clarity and combine IoT
sensors for complete security management. 

General Purpose

R100 | HD Mini Dome

Cost-effective enterprise camera perfect for
schools needing maximum coverage and
camera density with high-performance.

Parking Lots & Pickup Zones 
R400 | 4K Optical Zoom

Built for performance and maximum video
clarity. Capture faces and license plates
with 4K quality from nearly any distance.

Compete 360° coverage with multiple
viewing options and minimal camera
presence. Perfect for large areas.

Gyms & Cafeterias
R360 | Immersive 360°

Camera Recommendations
 Real-world recommendations for school campuses.
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No user manuals required—ready to go right out of the box

Install anywhere with no complicated configuration required

Power on, and receive actionable data in <5 minutes

Simple Wireless Setup 

Highly flexible—supports a variety of environments and use cases 

Custom sensor alerts provide enhanced awareness at scale

Real-time sensor data integrated seamlessly with video evidence

Powerful, Actionable Insights

Customizable based on your security needs
Save time and money with automatic firmware updates 

Sensors come pre-integrated and end-to-end secure

Hands-Off Management

Rhombus IoT Sensors
Simple to deploy and easy to use, Rhombus IoT sensors automatically communicate with Rhombus

R2 cameras to trigger immediate alerts for more efficient response.

UNLOCK REAL-TIME, ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
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Track High-Value Items
T1 | Asset Tags

Ideal for knowing the location of high-value items
like laptops or any object that moves around.
Receive video alerts when items leave campus.

Confirm that doors, windows, or entryways are
shut after hours. Protect restricted areas. Great
for classrooms, computer labs, and more.

Confirm Door and Window Closures
D1 | Door Sensor

Use in refrigerators, freezers, or temperature
sensitive areas to prevent food spoilage and
identify potential equipment failure.

Monitor Temperature & Humidity
E1 | Environmental Sensor

Install in restrooms, offices, and 'camera-less'
areas to ensure no one is hiding or trespassing
after hours. Maintain campus security without
compromising privacy.

Detect Motion and Occupancy
M1 | Motion Sensor

IoT Sensor Recommendations
 Real-world recommendations for school campuses.
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Have the flexibility to build a physical security solution that perfectly meets

the needs of your school campuses. Rhombus' open platform enables

organizations to integrate with best-in-class business solutions and even

create custom functionality with an Open API.

With Rhombus, you can stay open and integrated with the solutions you

already have, or plan to add in the future. It's your security—have the option

to build it however you see fit.

Video evidence and real-time alerts for environmental and audio triggers,
including smoke, vaping, volatile chemicals, gunshots, and audio keywords
such as calls for help. 

K-12 Integration Spotlight 

Air Quality & Audio Safety Sensor

Integrations

Additional integrations and custom integrations available.
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COVID-19 Tools & Features
Rhombus' AI uses a highly optimized neural network to provide enhanced visibility and insights into

your space. These features equip you with tools to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 and keep your

students and faculty safe.

Maximum Occupancy Alerts

Enforce safe social distancing with crowd
monitoring—receive immediate alerts when an
area reaches max occupancy.

PPE/Mask Detection

Ensure a safer reopening with real-time alerts for
individuals not wearing protective masks
throughout your entire district.

Heat Mapping

Mitigate risk with real-time and historical
heat maps to identify and monitor high-
movement and high-touch areas.

Face Search & Activity Search

Speed up investigations with advanced filters,
including facial recognition, to assist with contact
tracing.
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Birch Tree Academy is a family-owned preschool that loves using their video security

system to give parents peace of mind. Before Rhombus, they had a clunky, siloed NVR

system that was difficult and time-consuming for staff to use. Remote access was limited,

the system would randomly crash multiple times a year, and staff had to manually rewind

and fast-forward through hours of video to find footage.

3 Schools 

50% Lower IT Costs

99.9% Uptime and Reliability

CUSTOMER STORY

Birch Tree Academy

Rhombus replaced Birch Tree Academy's old NVR system with a unified,

high-performance system that lowered IT costs and enabled staff to

securely share video clips and live streams with parents. 
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CUSTOMER STORY

Birch Tree Academy

EASY-TO-SHARE LIVE STREAMS

Peace of mind for parents is now just a few

clicks away. With password-protected live

streams on Birch Tree Academy's website,

parents can easily check on their children.

FAST FOOTAGE SEARCH 

All activity is marked within the video

player, making it fast and simple for staff

to find specific footage and share video

clips to quickly resolve issues.

Staff can receive real-time alerts and

review footage remotely, preventing false

alarms, helping Birth Tree Academy save

thousands each year.

REDUCED IMPACT OF FALSE ALARMS BEST-IN-CLASS RELIABILITY

Rhombus continues to work even during

network outages, ensuring Birch Tree

Academy has access to their video anytime,

anywhere.

“Using Rhombus is so much better than anything else out there. The system is dependable, the

software is great, and it’s just easy to use and manage. I can’t recommend it enough.”

MARC LEVY
FOUNDER, BIRCH TREE ACADEMY
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Modern Video Security for

Our Future Generation 



The Nemaha Central School District is home to a Pre-K, Elementary, Middle School, and

High School. Before Rhombus, they had a labor-intensive NVR system that was so

complicated only highly technical staff could use it. With limited remote access, minimal

alerts and no analytics, security personnel felt trapped at their workstations inefficiently

reviewing footage.

4 Schools 

225 Square Miles Covered

0 NVRs, DVRs, and Maintenance

CUSTOMER STORY

Nemaha Central School District

Rhombus replaced Nemaha’s old system with an easy-to-use hybrid-cloud

system that dramatically increased team productivity and standardized

security across their entire district.
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CUSTOMER STORY

Nemaha Central School District

SEAMLESS REMOTE ACCESS

Security personnel are no longer glued to their

desks, reviewing video. Staff has 24/7 access to

all cameras and locations from any device via

the Rhombus Console.

INCREASED TEAM PRODUCTIVITY

Productivity has greatly improved thanks to

streamlined hardware, automatic firmware

updates, real-time alerts, and native remote

access.

Receiving a solution with excellent UI was

Nemaha's top priority. Rhombus has no

learning curve and security staff can easily

review camera feeds on a daily basis.

SIMPLE & STRAIGHTFORWARD UI ELIMINATED EXCESS HARDWARE

By eliminating excess hardware, Nemaha has

reduced licensing fees and significantly

decreased time spent managing, maintaining,

and troubleshooting.

Standardizing Security

Across an Entire District

"When you spend some time and use the system, you quickly realize how robust and advanced

the system is compared to other cloud options. Rhombus is a no brainer – both from a technical

and financial standpoint.”

BRETT BRACK
DIRECTOR OF IT, NEMAHA SCHOOL DISTRICT
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"On any campus, there are only so many security

guards, but countless blind spots. Rhombus

Systems allows us to be everywhere to better

protect our students and staff.”

GERRY LANE
DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS SAFETY AT JESUIT HIGH SCHOOL
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Thank you
To learn more about Rhombus, visit www.rhombussystems.com

For demo and trial requests, email sales@rhombussystems.com
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http://www.rhombussystems.com/

